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Eight spoked Indian
medicine wheel over a
natural vortex

Here is a simple experiment
in programmed intent. It
demonstrates the functional
interaction of creative
symbolism (the diagram)
and an actual tuned energy
field. The latter also acts to
sustain the projected
influence indefinitely, eg.
without the undivided
attention of an operator

Radionic instruments were
developed in the 1930's for
mechanized dowsing and
distant healing. Certain
versions incorporated a
cylindrical magnet attached
to a knob. It was rotated
prior to each session to
nodally intermesh with the
planetary information field,
which was believed to be
magnetic in nature. This
principle will also be
included,

Construction

Find the South (positive)
poles of two 50-55mm



diameter, ceramic ring
magnets by holding each,
edge-wise, directly over a
compass and aligning with
the needle. Purchase a
"30M" steel washer and
sandwich it between the
two S poles of the magnets,
as shown below, to simulate
a radial "monopole". Place
the magnet assembly at the
center of a piece of thick
white posterboard or other
stiff backing. This provides
the correct polarity to
sweep the tuners clockwise
in a 1-8 sequence.

If for some reason you use
different diameter magnets
the key to merging like
polarities, which ordinarily
repel, is that the
intervening washer protrude
slightly over their edges,
and be fairly thick to
channel outwardly the
concentrated lines of flux.

From the hardware store,
obtain eight 1/2"
zinc-plated steel nuts. Place
one against the side of the
magnet and slide outward
until there is no chance of it
being pulled back. Slide it
another 10mm and mark
the center.

Refer to the tuning scale at
the end of this article. Copy,
paste into MS Word and
print eight copies exact
size. Do not use Windows



"print wizard". Using a
straight edge, carefully cut
each out. Glue in a star
pattern, like eight spokes
on a wheel, around the
magnet (45 degrees apart),
with the number "10" of
each being the same
distance out from the
magnet as the above mark.

Tuning

Again using a compass,
rotate the entire backing
until any one scale points
toward the Earth's magnetic
North. This is "tuner 1".
Place nuts, one each per
scale, at the outermost
position, so "0" is visible
through all the center holes.

Next, slowly rotate the
magnet while holding a
(non-ferrous) pendulum
above. Stop when a
"positive" dowsing response
is observed. You may feel a
corresponding energy shift
in the room as the
octagonal field symmetry of
the magnet "locks" with the
nuts.

That is the basic setup. Now
we will tune it. Suspend a
pendulum over the magnet.
Form in your mind a relaxed
steady image of your intent
... as the desired result,
NOT the problem. While
maintaining this, slide the
nut on "tuner 1", one
number at a time, toward
the magnet until a positive
response occurs.

Repeat for remaining tuners
in a CW sequence. If there
is no positive response over
any given scale, return its
nut to "0". Note that the
number of tuners required
in each instance will vary



from 2 to 8. When you get
no dowsing response on two
in a row, that indicates the
end of the tuning sequence;
all subsequent tuners being
left at "0".

Wishing wheel set at "4-9",
the classic rate for general
vitality

The device is now in active
transmitting mode. Leave
"as is" in an undisturbed
place, and wait for the
result to appear. You can
also record, for future use,
the numercial tuning
("rate") used to achieve it.

Many elaborations are
possible. For example, a
photo of an entity or place
can be situated under the
magnets as targeting for
action-at-a-distance.
Weatherproof versions, with
fixed nuts, may be



distributed throughout the
garden to repel insects,
compensate soil
deficiencies, or provide an
energetic template to
imprint plants with special
properties.

Please note that all
responsibility is yours.
Regarding possible misuse,
one point should be noted.
From the wider perspective,
that we are seeking to
access, the concept of
self-interest is false
currency. If it wasn't, there
would be alot of dowsers
winning lotteries and horse
races. To efficiently utilize
the universe's back
channels, operations must
conform to the "higher"
dynamics that unify all life.

Octagonal Byzantine
church. 8 = perfection,
immortality, totality, and
the atomic number for
oxygen
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